From: Helsinki (HELGS)
To: Tokyo (Winter)
27 October 1943
JAS

#407, Part 1a.

To the Chief of the Central Special Intelligence Bureau. Study of U.S. codes.

1. Re the new type U.S. code sent from Moscow inquired about in your wire #97b. The Finns are studying it now and they'll probably let us know when they get any results.

2. By using the Vicky number keys which were reported to Japan, the Finns have solved the following codes:

   (1) Beirut - Washington, from November 1942 to July, 1943. Strip 33-1 ...c

a - Part 2 not yet readable.
b - Not readable. See C-145 10/10/43.
c - Continued in next part.

Inter 28 Oct 43 (92) Japanese C-139
Rec'd 30 Oct 43
Trans 14 Jan 44 (1028-e)
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From: Helsinki (HELGS)  
To: Tokyo (Winter) (Head, General Affairs Section)  
27 October 1943  
JAS  

#407, Part 2a.  

Strip 34-1.  

Similarly, from July 1942 to November 1942. Strip 4-1.  

3. The Finns have (? begun ?) to read 0-2 and 0-3, but have not yet completed the job, and are awaiting the Japanese results.  

a - Part 1 previously issued under same number.  

Inter 28 Oct 43 (92)  
Japanese  
C-139  
Rec'd 30 Oct 43  
Trans 3 Feb 44 (1717-e)